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A Model of Quality of Work Life as a Developmental Process This focus article by Howard C. Carlson, Director, Quality of Work Life Research & Administration, General Motors Corporation of USA, is reprinted from Trends and Issues in OD: Current Theory and Practice (Editors: W. W. Burke & L. D. Goodstein) by permission of University Associates, San Diego, USA



Quality of Work Life (QWL) is both a goal and an on-going process for achieving it. As a goal, QWL is the commitment of any organization to work improvement — the creation of more involving, satisfying and effective jobs and work environment for people at all levels of the organization. As a process, QWL calls for efforts to realise this goal through the active involvement of people throughout the organization. As a result of their involvement, people can make more meaningful contributions to the organization, its objectives, and its ability to cope with the changing demands of a changing environment—and, at the same time, experience greater feelings of satisfaction, pride in accomplishment, and personal growth. Importantly, QWL brings together the needs and development of people with the goals and development of the organization. QWL is also a philosophy—a concept of management. That philosophy is broad, many-faceted, and varying somewhat in its specifics from one culture to the next, or from one organization to another within the same culture, or from one manager to another within the same organization. But the basic idea is the same: We must encourage and foster a climate in which the fundamental human dignity of all members of the organization is recognised — not only because they are entitled to it, but also because people are the most critical assets to the organization and its future (Bluestone, 1978; Landen, 1977). Since the concept of quality of work life is extremely broad and can convey a variety of meanings to different people, it may be helpful to clear away some of the myths and mistaken connotations often carried as "surplus baggage" in this term. W h a t QWL is not Following the approach taken in an excellent description of QWL provided by Mills (1978), let us examine what QWL is not as one attempt to understand better what it is: • Not only for individuals. The term quality of work life is admittedly somewhat inadequate. It is suggestive of efforts strictly to improve the lot of people at work. As just defined, however, QWL is clearly aimed at a mutuality of interest and returns both to individuals and their organizations. • Not just one idea. QWL is not just employee participation, or human resource development, or humanization of work, or better labour-management cooperation, or organizational effectiveness, or new work structures, or job enrichment, or any other one of the myriad of contemporary ideas vying for management's attention. It is a broad and flexible management philosophy that permits the widest possible exploration, and encourages people to feel free to develop innovations best meeting the unique circumstances of their workplace. It is a kind of umbrella term under which a variety of different approaches might be taken to ensure that an organization is more responsive to the needs and aspirations of its members, and also more responsive to its own stated purposes and goals. • Not a programme. As we all know, programmes have a beginning and an end. QWL efforts, once under way in an organization, arc best viewed as a long-range, on-going, and even never-ending process. QWL is not something one can turn on today and turn off tomorrow—or package as a quick solution to be sold to employees or their organizations. Education & Training, January
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• Not a personnel department responsibility. In many cases, a successful QWL effort will find itself supported and perhaps even triggered by professionally competent people in the personnel function. It should be clearly understood, however, that QWL must be the responsibility of every line manager. Every manager has the dual responsibility of managing to meet today's needs, while building an organization for the future. Abdication of these responsibilities by supervisors or managers would only add to the difficulties already being experienced by their organization. • Not job enrichment. Job enrichment is usually something that is engineered, or imposed unilaterally, upon job holders. Typically, the QWL approach would be to involve present or even prospective job holders in the process of defining their own work roles. • Not a productivity gimmick or bargaining chip. We are not talking about working more or harder for the same pay, eliminating jobs, weakening the union's role in representing the interests of the worker or, for that matter, giving either party to the collective bargaining process another "bargaining chip" to use in its adversarial relationship. It is essential that improving the quality of work life be viewed by management and unions as a worthy objective in itself. If that objective is pursued sincerely, experience has shown that productivity and quality of work life are simply two sides of the same coin. Efforts to improve on one side (individuals more involved in making a significant contribution) can also be viewed on the other side (organizations experiencing such contributions to improved product quality, reduced absenteeism, etc.). • Not a loss of management prerogatives. It is easy to infer that upon involving workers and giving them more influence, management's own power must be eroded or threatened. Like a lump of dough, when some of it is taken away there is less remaining. Yet experience has demonstrated that QWL has a yeast-like impact on the total amount of power available in an organization. Both management and those who are managed seem to acquire new influence. Part of this growth probably means that QWL has been self-empowering for the organization: ie, helping it to be the architect of any internal change in preference to having change imposed from outside. The other part stems from the self-empowering quality of widespread individual responsibility—rather than strictly hierarchical accountability—for organizational outcomes or results. • Not a North American parochialism. Fundamental QWL principles are not solely rooted in North America, but have an international origin. Experience suggests that many organizations in the international arena face similar problems. Although there are many differences historically, culturally and attitudinally between countries and peoples, the basic philosophy of QWL is still applicable. The QWL process starts where an organization is, and is sensitive to the culture and environment in which the organization operates. It can be applied, therefore, in any country in the world. • Not a passing fad. We have all seen many new concepts of management come and go. The human relations fad, for example, promised but then failed to provide management with an enduring set of effective principles and practices for use in organizations. Its downfall came simply because it was essentially a manipulative approach, something that will always be rejected by intelligent people at work in organizations. QWL is neither manipulative nor accurately described by other stereotypic terms as soft management, academic, show-case, a panacea for all organizational and operating problems, or ignoring the bottom line. Why is QWL here to stay? Because it is dealing with fundamental principles of organizations and of people: human relationships, decision-making processes, structures, job design, communication processes, leadership styles, union-management relationship, etc. Moreover, because it is good management; and good managers are increasing in numbers even among the most casual observers of the changing nature of institutions and work structures, the changing values and needs of people doing the work, and an increasingly dynamic and fluid society. 1983
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Now that we have looked at what is not intended as part of the concept, let us move on to define what QWL actually does mean for the supervisor or manager who is ready to take some concrete first steps. For those who want to get started, it is important to tie together the notions of QWL as a goal, as a process, and as a philosophy as a way of management. That way of management is best described in concepts drawn from within the experience of the people who are involved in getting started.



Getting started: a do-it-yourself definition of QWL An organizational group, usually consisting of a manager and those who report to that person, meets for two hours. It may be led by the manager, or by a consultant if that manager chooses to become more a part of the group process than to be its leader in the meeting. The procedure for this meeting is: Step 1: Setting the objectives of the meeting. While the general purpose of the meeting is simply to get a dialogue going about organizational and work improvement, a specific objective is to draw from the experience of all attendees and arrive at a working kind of definition of the quality of work life concept. Step 2: Conducting the meeting itself. Discussion of objectives is followed by describing the general flow of the agenda for the meeting. The flow proceeds as follows: — Individual preparation — Meetings in subgroups — Sharing back-out from each sub-group to the total group — General discussion. Step 3: Asking individuals to recall best and worst organizations in their own experience. For our purposes here, an organization is any group of people pulled together for some common purpose. Individual attendees are asked to think back over their lives, independently, and to recall all of the human organizations in which they have been a member: eg, athletic teams, scout troops, church groups, community organizations, military units, work groups, companies, or any other human organizations. They are asked, first of all, to select the best human organization in their experience. With such an organization firmly in mind, each person then thinks about what made it so good. All attendees are requested to jot down some notes for themselves. This will help them compare notes with others later. No one. it should also be pointed out, will be asked later to name any specific organization he or she has in mind. When everyone has at least five or six items noted, directions are given to change gear and think of the worst human organization in each person's experience. Again, attendees are asked to write down some notes for themselves on what characteristics of that organization made it so bad. Step 4: Describing the task for meetings of sub-groups. Sub-groups, conveniently formed as sets of five or six people, are then requested to meet separately. Their task is to start with the worst organizations, compare notes, discuss what characteristics made them so bad, and identify any reasonably common themes or threads running through the descriptions of worst organizations. Such common factors are to be posted on a single sheet of chart paper labelled worst. Next, each sub-group turns to best organizations and follows a similar procedure. The sub-groups meeting should take from 40 to 60 minutes. All best lists should be displayed on one side of the wall at the front of the meeting room: worst lists should be displayed on the other side. Step 5: Sharing themes common to the total group. Turning first to the best lists, a spokesperson for each sub-group briefly summarises what kinds of organizations were involved and the common factors identified within his or her sub-group. Questions are encouraged for clarification purposes only General discussion might focus briefly on the apparent degree of similarity or differences between lists. Similarly, the worst lists are then presented and clarified. Step 6: Considering implications of "best" v. "worst" factors. The total group can then be led to discuss these factors and to consider their implications by asking questions such as: • What do you see in the lists?



• How do you suppose our lists would compare with what other groups around here might have produced? • Is our experience consistent with good management theory and research on factors contributing to effective organizations? (Generally the answer is: yes. It may well be that we all know what makes for a good or a bad organization) • Which kind of organization—that described by best factors or that described by worst factors—is most likely associated with a higher quality of work life for its members? Clearly if the total group concludes that OWL will be higher in its concepts of a best organization and lower in its concepts of a worst organization, it will have arrived at a beginning definition of quality of work life—trying to make the organization more like the model described by best characteristics. Step 7: Concluding with a "Where from here?" discussion. At this point, general ideas for moving ahead might be solicited from group members. As the discussion proceeds, ideas are posted on chart paper. One specific action by the manager might be to set the next meeting date. He or she may ask a small sub-group to assist in preparing an agenda or design for the meeting. Finally, the manager might ask for some discussion criticising the meeting just concluded. Asking all attendees for one positive and one negative point about the meeting, either aloud or in written form, may be helpful in planning the next session. If the group and its manager are ready and really willing to move toward more open communication, an effective follow-on process can provide a more precise definition of the QWL approach and begin to involve the organization in making it an operating reality. Briefly stated, the follow-on process might take this form within the first meeting or in a newly-convened group meeting. Step 8: Turning to QWL in our organisation: Where do we stand? Draw a line between the best and worst lists to represent a continuum or scale from 0 (completely like the worst) to 10 (completely like the best). Now ask each member to write down one number (between 0 and 10) that best describes where he or she sees the present organization. Numbers can be handed in unsigned while the leader plots a frequency distribution along the scale and then circles the median, as shown in Figure 1. Step 9: Resuming sub-group meetings around a new task: What forces are at work? After a brief general discussion of these results, sub-groups meet to answer two questions: • In what direction (ie. toward the worst or toward the best characteristics) is our organization now moving? • What forces are at work to support or produce movement in this direction? Similarly, what forces are working against the tide? Again, each sub-group's answers are posted to assist in the next step. Step 10: Sharing conclusions with the total group. Spokespersons present their groups' conclusions in an atmosphere that is as candid, supporti\e. and promising as the standards set by the manager for candour, helpfulness, and willingness to take necessary action.



9 Are there conclusions to be drawn from what we have produced here? 28
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Steps out ahead: a continuous process of organizational development and improvement. Countless variations in method are possible in the next steps within this process; so no further explicit procedures will be attempted here. On the other hand, the general concept of QWL can rather easily be extended in the context of group discussion. It can be discussed as an approach to management that involves the organization in a continuous process of organizational development and improvement. Including steps already completed, the general flowfor that process might look something like this: — Understanding where you are as an organization, and why — Setting realistic, long-term goals for improvement — Planning an effective process of getting from here to there, including means of measuring progress — Implementing the plan — Repeating this process (understanding where you now are, etc).



Let us assume that getting started is, by now, an accomplished fact. The organization has some idea of what it means by the term quality of work life, a better understanding of where and why it is now as an organization, and is presumably ready to move on to try to become something like the best model in its experience.



Stages of transition The QWL approach was born in what Drucker (1968) calls the age of discontinuity; but it is evolutionary, rather than revolutionary, in both its goals and its methods. In no sense, however, does it ignore the discontinuous type of change in organizations. The focus is on helping an organization to weather, cope with, and learn from, the storm. From a far broader perspective, the focus is on the work organization as a kind of miniature society, and therefore the place to begin to evolve social change through qualitatively better lives for people and their institutions. Let us now turn to an evolutionary QWL model of change—one developed as an aid in tying together the ideas introduced so far. The model builds from existing conceptualizations of change, particularly that of Beckhard and Harris (1977), and attempts to extend those ideas under the QWL imperative that we understand the process of bringing about simultaneous development in individuals and organizations. In Figure 2, the model* views QWL as a transition state between the present and the future. That transition state is an on-going and never-ending process. Once goals for the future have been realised, that realisation is now part of the organization's new awareness of its present state. The model shows the QWL transition state as a process that in itself involves three levels or kinds of developmental stages: • Building-Block Stages—defined as the development of individuals and groups. • Bridging Stages—defined as the development of organic structures and mechanisms reaching from individuals across groups to new potential for the organization. • Becoming Stages—defined as the never-ending development of organizations and of society itself.



QWL activities taking place during each of the different stages are assumed to provide unique and cumulative developmental experiences for the organization and its members simultaneously. The model emphasises that at any one stage principles found basic to successful applications of the QWL approach must flow forward, to be incorporated in new experiences and a higher state of development for the organization. Similarly it is essential to provide for a flow-back of information, to be incorporated in a higher state of development for the individual. 30 © Emerald Backfiles 2007



The overall model is deliberately portrayed as a dynamic process to reflect the reality of life for contemporary managers and organizations involved in the QWL approach, it will be extended and made more concrete as we turn to describing and sorting-out the many mechanisms of development available to assist in the process. Strategies and mechanisms for improving QWL Quality of Work Life as a goal, or a philosophy, or a model, is only that. To translate it into practice, we need what Sloan (1964) called an instrumentality: ie, the means, the strategies, and mechanisms needed to make our intentions or policies happen in some concrete way. Each situation calling for strategies and mechanisms is unique. There is, however, enough agreement in both the professional literature and the practice of QWL among professional management people to suggest that the basic principles which follow should guide our efforts. Several of these guidelines have already been introduced and are simply summarised here for convenience, along with other basic principles. An effective QWL approach: • Must start where the organization is, not where some people think it is • Should be grounded in an evolving, experience-based, educational process for individuals throughout the organization—one that seeks to develop a broad andflexibleunderstanding of how organizations develop and change. In addition, supervisors and managers should be encouraged to achieve some familiarity with contemporary theories of how organizations function in relation to their environment *This model was developed jointly by the author and Delmar L. (Dutch) Landen, Director of GM's Organizational Research and Development Department. Education&Training, January 1983



• Must involve in the development process those who are most likely to be affected by any significant change • Must lead beyond involvement to people having more direct influence on decisions or the decision-making process. In large industrial organizations, for example, the decisions being influenced are ordinarily at the job or work group level, and not at the level of running the business • Should use measurement or research as a source of developmental — flow-back andflow-forward—information both for individuals and the organization, and as an action-seeking QWL strategy in itself • Must provide the resources needed to support developmental strategies and to assure their continuity in the organization • Overall, should be viewed as an on-going process where people and organizations are always at transition stages of development. Achieving clear and explicitly defined goals — future states—must replace the traditional idea of carrying out programmes with a beginning and an end.



While it is beyond the scope of this article to deal with the details and intricacies of strategy development, we can now begin to pull together many of the ideas already discussed and extend them further. Strategies of transition Strategy development means taking into account of all that we know or have diagnosed about a given QWL problem or opportunity for development—what it is, where it is located, what led up to it, targets for change, expected outcomes and ripple effects of the change, readiness and capability for change within the organization, and any practical constraints in the situation. Often, strategic "leverage points" and "levers" for seeking change will flow rather naturally out of a thorough examination of such issues and full understanding of the situation. For example if the problems were tied to conflict between two departments in the organization, possible
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strategies might include developing improved interpersonal relations, revising the reward system, devising new interdepartmental procedures or mechanisms for handling conflict, redesigning the organization in some helpful way, or some combination of such levers for change. The QWL model introduced earlier can be extended to the widest possible range of different strategies and development mechanisms. As shown in Figure 3, the extended model points up the major stages of transition possible within each of the building-block, bridging, and becoming levels described previously. Other stages are assumed to exist perhaps in between those given in the model. Those shown should be viewed as a cutting edge on additional possibilities or modifications not included here. Each of the 21 transition stages set forth in the model is a kind of strategic "leverage point", corresponding to a family of possible mechanisms of individual and organizational development. The model will thus provide a useful system of classification for such mechanisms, but it is more than that. The transition stages are arranged in order of the apparent accumulation of experience within an organization required for a natural readiness to move on to a new stage of development. The organization is viewed as a learning system. Based on flow-forward effects, each successive stage of transition is the sum of principles established as effective and appropriate norms in prior stages. But at each new stage there is a new look at these principles, and perhaps an extension of them to added or experimental ideas of what should constitute growth and development for the organization. Generally, the principles underlying effective mechanisms used in a transition stage at the left of the model are assumed to be incorporated within stages to the
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right. It is possible to cut in anywhere in the model, but an organization will find it more difficult if prior stages and mechanisms are not in place. For example trying to set up an autonomous work team would seem virtually impossible in a company where no employee participation groups, task forces, committees, or forums are to be found; where meetings of work groups of longer than five minutes are frowned upon; and where perhaps the basic principle of effective delegation in supervisory-subordinate (one-on-one) relations is typically violated. The model holds, furthermore, that flow-back effects at each stage will provide the individual employee with a qualitatively different kind of life in the organization: one that he or she may not have experienced, known, or even cared about prior to that. Setting up an autonomous work team in the organization, for example, will mean a new self-management experience for employees. That experience flows back to become new resources and skills — planning, budgeting, setting overtime schedules, etc — within the individual. The individual is thus also viewed as a learning system. It is assumed that each successive stage of transition releases new energy for that individual and can encourage trial-and-error or creative behaviour, goal achievement, satisfaction, and self-development at levels not typically experienced in the past. All in all, this model conceives of the different transition stages as hooked together in an on-going development process. The nature of this process may vary somewhat depending on the size of the organization and whether or not all mechanisms to assist in transition are available to it. Various stages may overlap somewhat, particularly when different parts of the organization have varying rates of development. Since change can occur in complex ways on many different levels simultaneously in an organiza-
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tion, our model might well be viewed as a kind of stopaction frame in a videotape of that process. Additionally, the particular goals of an organization will have something to do with the appropriateness of any stage of transition. Unless some element of social responsibility is inherent in the mission of a given organization, for example, stages reaching beyond the organization to society itself will not seem appropriate. In any case these later stages are largely in their infancy when it comes to applying principles, strategies, and mechanisms found effective within organizations. Let us now take a brief look at the major implications of this model. What is the potential impact at different stages — of different families of individual and organizational development mechanisms — on the quality of life in the workplace, and the quality of life as a whole? As shown in Figure 4, the hypothesised relationship follows an approximate S-shaped curve with a dual impact indicated at all stages. The rate of acceleration in this curve is assumed slower during building-block and becoming stages. Sharper acceleration is assumed possible during the organic bridging stages. The S-shaped pattern hypothesised here is based largely on assumptions within the model. There is some consistent - though scattered research evidence of a similar pattern in the diffusion of innovation (Ault, 1977; Rogers, 1962) and in the growth of nations (Kuznets, 1956; 1959), industries (Dakim and Dewey, 1947), and individual firms (Gatson, 1961). Other implications can be found in both the issues involved in moving from one stage to the next and the specific mechanisms available for use at each stage.



(To be continued)
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